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The Good Friend 

How to Prevent Third Parties from hijacking estate assets 

It is a sad fact of life that people can become dement and lose the ability to handle their assets. One of 

the ways to ensure that a trusted person will be available to take care of things is to grant a so-called 

“Power of Attorney for Personal Care”. That is just what our clients’ aunt did. She granted it to her 

good friend in Canada many years before she became ill. 

After she did so she continued to visit her sister and her nieces in Germany at least once a year. She 

told her sister that she loved her and her nieces dearly and that is why she had set up a Canadian last 

will and testament granting all of her assets to them in the event of her death. The sisters spent a lot 

of time together and the nieces were in contact regularly with their aunt. So everyone noticed when 

she started becoming forgetful. The sister sent her to a doctor. The diagnosis was early dementia.   

However, the relatives in Germany knew that their beloved aunt had a good friend in Canada and that 

this good friend had been given a power of attorney. So when the aunt travelled back to her home in 

Ontario, they were in touch with the good friend and assisted her in the transfer of all of their aunt’s 

money in Germany to Canadian banks so that their aunt could be taken care of properly in a nursing 

home there. They were sad to hear that their aunt had died shortly afterwards and then extremely 

surprised to hear that their aunt had died penniless. 

It seems that the good friend had all of their aunt’s money transferred into several Canadian joint 

accounts as well as an account in her own name based on the power of attorney.  Interestingly, none 

of the Canadian banks found it strange that the aunt would suddenly open joint bank accounts and 

make large monetary gifts when she was clearly suffering from memory loss. As a result, when the 

aunt died, the good friend became the owner of all of her assets.  

The good friend thought that our clients wouldn’t be able to trace the money she had gotten. She 

knew that the banks would not provide information. She was mistaken about our clients’ rights.  

Certainly in Ontario, a person who obtains a power of attorney to deal with assets when the person 

who granted the power of attorney becomes ill, must account for everything done with those assets 

and can be compelled to do so by court action, if necessary.  In Germany, a legal heir can require an 

accounting from third persons who obtained gifts going back ten years. 

In this case, the good friend engaged one set of lawyers in Germany and one set in Canada who first 

wrote letters expressing their regret that there were no estate assets left for the heirs and then, after 

legal proceedings were brought in Ontario to compel the good friend to account, provided extensive 

listings of bank account deposits and withdrawals with exact dates and times.  Even those had to be 

reviewed carefully, as they contained double entries and bogus expenses for things the aunt could not 

have bought as she had no use for them in the nursing home. In the end, the good friend offered our 

clients an acceptable settlement.  
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The moral of the story is that, if it’s your favourite aunt and you want to make sure she isn’t taken 

advantage of, be there and pay attention. It’s always so much more difficult and expensive to deal 

with matters once your loved one is gone. 
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